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1 Introduction

This documents covers the basic steps needed to prepare your Fuel Level Sensor for exploitation. Descriptions
and explanations on how to install, configure and calibrate the FLS are provided. For the ease of use, this
instruction is split into two parts. These parts are linked together and the main purpose is to give a more clear
description.
In the first part you will find a very short summary or step by step instructions on how to perform all the
necessary actions for the FLS installation.
The second part of the document contains the same information, but in much greater detail. Each step is
described, necessary explanations and examples are given, various limiting factors, notes, things to remember
are highlighted.
We recommend to read the whole instruction from start to finish at least once before applying this knowledge
in the field.
The most recent version of FLS datasheet, instructions and configurator can be obtained from our
documentation website: doc.ruptela.lt

1.1

Legal notice

Copyright © 2017 Ruptela. All rights reserved. Reproduction, transfer, distribution or storage of parts or all of
the contents in this document in any form without the prior written permission of Ruptela is prohibited. Other
products and company names mentioned in this document are trademarks or trade names of their respective
owners.

1.2 Use of this document
The following markings are used to highlight important information:
Notes contain important information that you need to pay attention to.

Note
Notes like this contain important information!
Actions and various elements of the software required for configuration of the device are marked in
bold.

1.3

Document change log

Date
2016-01-15
2016-10-20
2017-06-29

Version
1.0
1.1
1.2

Change details
Initial draft.
Information about Eco and Pro FLS.
Changed tethering information.

2 Equipment list
2.1

Standard package contents

The standard Ruptela FLS package comes with all the necessary equipment for a successful device installation.
The package contents for Eco FLS and for Pro FLS include:
Eco Fuel Level Sensor package

Pro Fuel Level Sensor package

1.

Quick start guide

1.

Quick start guide

2.

FLS probe

2.

FLS probe

3.

Eco FLS measurement head

3.

Pro FLS measurement head

4.

Eco FLS extension cord

4.

Pro FLS extension cord

5.

Flange

5.

Flange

6.

Gasket

6.

Gasket

7.

Three rubber seal rings

7.

Three rubber seal rings

8.

Five bolts

8.

Five bolts

9.

Two security seals with wires

9.

Two security seals with wires

The FLS probe

Figure 1. The probe of the FLS with cap and cap plug.

Figure 2. Top part of the probe.

Eco FLS measurement head

Figure 3. Eco FLS measurement head with interface cable.

Pro FLS measurement head

Figure 5. Pro FLS measurement head with interface cable.

Flange

Figure 7. The FLS flange.

Eco FLS extension cord

Figure 4. The 7 m long extension cord for Eco FLS.

Pro FLS extension cord

Figure 6. The 7 m long extension cord for Pro FLS.

Gasket

Figure 8. The rubber gasket.

Three rubber seal rings

Figure 9. Rubber sealing rings.

Five bolts

Figure 10. Self-drilling bolts.

Two security seals with wires

Figure 11. Security seal.

2.2 Optional equipment
Additional equipment is mainly used for the FLS configuration and calibration. It can be ordered separately.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Available for Eco Fuel Level Sensor
Eco FLS - RS232 to Delphi 6 pin male
cable
Self-Calibration cable for the Eco FLS
RS232 to USB serial converter
Fuel tank cap

Eco FLS - RS232 to Delphi 6 pin male cable

Figure 12. RS232 to Delphi cable for Eco FLS.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Available for Pro Fuel Level Sensor
Pro FLS - RS232 to Delphi 8 pin male
cable
Self-Calibration cable for the Pro FLS
RS232 to USB serial converter
Fuel tank cap

Self-Calibration cable for the Eco FLS

Figure 13. Self-Calibration cable for the Eco FLS.

Pro FLS - RS232 to Delphi 8 pin male cable

Figure 14. RS232 to Delphi cable for Pro FLS

RS232 to USB serial converter

Figure 16. RS232 to USB serial converter.

Self-Calibration cable for the Pro FLS

Figure 15. Self-Calibration cable for the Pro FLS.

Fuel tank cap

Figure 17. Fuel tank cap.

3 Step by Step instructions
Any Fuel Level Sensor installation and configuration work should be done only by authorized personnel with
the right technical skills and knowledge.
The following procedure will cover the fuel tank preparation, FLS installation, FLS calibration and tethering
procedures. Each step comes with a reference link where you can find full and detailed descriptions. Use the
↶ symbol to quickly return from detailed descriptions to this page.
1. Inspect the fuel tank and make sure that the installation can be performed. If the tank is hidden from
view or it is hard to access the installation place, remove the tank from the vehicle. More details on
Page 10: 4.1 Fuel tank preparation – Installation restrictions.
2. Drain the fuel from the tank, remove any fuel leftovers and/or fuel fumes. More details on pages 1011: 4.1 Fuel tank preparation – Tools, equipment and safety requirements
3. Drill the hole for the FLS directly at the center* of the fuel tank. More details on pages 11-12: 4.1 Fuel
tank preparation – Symmetrical fuel tank, Preparing the tank.
*If installation at the center is not possible use the recommendations given at pages 11-12: 4.1 Fuel
tank preparation – Asymmetrical fuel tank, Preparing the tank.
4. Measure the depth of the fuel tank. More details on Page 12: 4.1 Fuel tank preparation – Preparing the
tank.
5. Prepare a custom length FLS. More details on Pages 13-15: 4.3 Preparing custom length FLS.
6. Assemble your FLS. Place all three rubber sealing rings in their positions, screw flange and
measurement head onto the probe. Place FLS in the tank. Mark interface cable position on the flange
and on the tank surface. Once that is done, unscrew the measurement head, make sure that all other
preparations are complete and tighten flange to the fuel tank surface. More details on pages 15-16:
4.3 Installing the FLS.
7. At this point, if the client is seeking to achieve the best possible FLS performance, sensor “training”
should be done. In such case it is required to finish FLS installation on the tank. More details about
sensor “training” available on page 16: 4.4 FLS “training” .
If “training” cannot be performed, then the calibration should be done at the installation site. From
now on we will consider that this is the case. Further instruction steps are formulated accordingly.
8. Connect FLS to the PC. More details on pages 17-20: 5 FLS connection to the PC.
9. Launch the configuration tool. Choose appropriate “COM Port” and “BaudRate”. More details on pages
20-22: 6 Ruptela FLS Configuration tool, 6.1 Main controls.
10. Once in the “Global settings” window, you should pay extra attention to the “Network address”,
“Output data width”, “Data averaging” (if you are going to use analogue interfaces to transmit
measurement data, then also “Analogue output mode”) fields. Perform necessary changes, if needed.
More details on pages: 22-24: 6.2 Global settings.
11. Proceed to the “Calibration” window. Calibration can be done in three different ways. Each of them is
described in this manual.
If you are more interested in dry calibration, you can find more information on pages 29-30: 6.3.3 Dry
calibration – Eco and Pro FLS.
Best results can be achieved with wet calibration so we will focus on it. In the configuration tool go to
“Wet calibration” tab (if you are using Pro FLS, make sure that setup mode is enabled). Provide
capacitance values for an empty and for full tank by changing fuel level. Recommendations how to do
this are given at pages 26-29: 6.3 Calibration, 6.3.1 Wet calibration - Pro FLS, 6.3.2 Wet calibration Eco FLS.

More information about self-calibration is available on pages 30-31: 6.3.4 Self-Calibration – Eco and
Pro FLS.
12. Perform tethering procedures. Note that there are some significant differences between Eco and Pro
FLS. More details available on pages 31-32: 6.4 Tethering.
13. Check your sensor calibration and fuel tank tethering quality according to the recommendations
available on pages 37-39.
14. If sensor calibration and fuel tank tethering quality check results are unacceptable, you have to start
calibration and tethering from the beginning. Refer to instruction step 11.
15. Connect the FLS to the Ruptela FM device. More details available on pages 39-47: 8 FLS connection to
the FM device.
16. Add two security seals to the FLS. This final installation step is described on page 47: 9 Adding a
security seal to the SENSOR.

4 Installation
4.1

Fuel tank preparation ↶

4.1.1 Installation restrictions ↶
Once at the installation site inspect the fuel tank and make sure that the installation can be performed.
Limiting factors and things to consider are provided below.
Some fuel tanks (plastic tanks, tanks made of a very thin metal sheets, etc.) can easily deform due to
pressure, temperature, variable exploitation conditions. FLS installation in such fuel tanks is not
recommended, as it is impossible to ensure measurement data reliability.
FLS installation on long and shallow fuel tanks (less than 30 cm deep) together with very short (less than
30 cm) FLS sensor is not recommended, because it is problematic to accurately measure fuel level
variation in such tanks. Also, you should have in mind that the same vehicle tilt from the horizontal
position increases measurement errors in shallow tanks much more than it does in the deep fuel tanks.
Some vehicles use a system of two (or more) fuel tanks. FLS installation in such case is not recommended
unless the fuel tanks are installed at the same height in the vehicle and a proper calibration sequence can
be used. Important cases to consider:
A system of two (or more) joined fuel tanks. It takes a very long time for the fuel level in such systems
to level out, which might prevent accurate tethering and measurements. Each case is individual, if you
want to install the FLS on such tanks you must perform an experiment and measure the time it takes
for the fuel to level out. Also have in mind that this time might depend on the fuel amount you are
pouring into the tank.
Tethering sequence is simpler when the fuel tanks are separated. Then there is no fuel flow between
the tanks and each FLS is tethered separately. Same goes for joined tanks that can be mechanically
separated with a hose. In this case there also must be a way to fill the tanks separately.
Some fuel tanks for mechanical support have a high number of partition walls inside of them. These walls
might obscure the fuel flow. If you want to install the FLS on such a tank you must perform an
experiment and measure the time it takes for the fuel to level out.
Sometimes it can be very difficult to access the fuel tank. You might have to remove it from the vehicle to
get to the installation position.

4.1.2 Tools, equipment and safety requirements

↶

Before doing any installation work you must drain all the fuel from the tank. It is recommended to fill it with
water or use some specialized means to remove any highly flammable fuel leftovers and fuel vapour.
For the FLS installation procedure you will need various tools and equipment such as:
Electric drill with battery and electric drill nozzle for the M4 self-drilling bolts.
Ø 38 mm core drill bit for drilling a round hole in the fuel tank where FLS probe should be inserted.
Pipe cutting tool.
Sealant (i.e. Makroflex SX101 sanitary silicone from Henkel Makroflex AS (Estonia)).
A special wrench tool for screwing / unscrewing the measurement head and probe.
Wire cutters, tape measure (3 m), spirit level.

Cleaning materials.
25 – 30 straps for the extension cord installation.

4.1.3 Symmetrical fuel tank

↶

Choosing a correct position for the FLS is crucial. If the fuel tank is symmetrical the hole for the probe has to
be made precisely at the center of the fuel tank (Figure 18). This ensures the highest possible measurement
accuracy since fuel level fluctuations in the middle of the tank are the least volatile during the vehicle
exploitation.
If for some reason it is impossible to drill directly at the center of the fuel tank, you can chose a different
place somewhere within a 10 cm radius from the fuel tank center. Just a reminder that you might also have to
remove the tank from the vehicle to access the installation position.

Warning!

Installing the FLS probe at any other position than the center of the fuel tank will result in an increase of
the measurement errors. These errors affect the measurement results when the transport vehicle is tilted
(see Figure 19).
Some fuel tanks have partition walls inside of them, this might prevent installation directly at the center.

Figure 18. FLS installation position.

Figure 19. Fuel tank tilt effect on the fuel level.

4.1.4 Asymmetrical fuel tank ↶
When the shape of the fuel tank is asymmetrical, choosing a place for the FLS installation can be complicated.
In this case the middle of the tank might not be the best place.
It is important to select a position, where the FLS probe will reach both the lowest and the highest parts of the
fuel tank. Only then the FLS can be used to measure the whole fuel level range from empty tank to the full
tank (see Figure 20). As mentioned earlier, you might also have to remove the tank from the vehicle to access
the installation position.

Note

The FLS probe always has to be installed in a vertical position, no matter what is the shape of the fuel tank
(see Figure 21).

Figure 20. FLS installation position in an asymmetrical fuel
tank.

4.1.5 Preparing the tank

Figure 21. FLS always must to be installed in a vertical
position.

↶

Once the decision regarding a proper installation place has been made it is time to prepare the fuel tank
surface.
Clean the installation place, remove any dirt or dust. Use a specially prepared (chemically treated) cloth
dedicated for removing fuel residue.
It is very important to plan ahead and determine the correct position of the FLS and its interface cable.
The cable should run straight, without sharp bends.
With the FLS and cable positions in mind, drill a hole for the FLS probe. The edge of the hole has to be
smooth and clean, also you must remove any dust or metal fragments, which might have fallen into the
tank. Hole’s diameter is Ø 38 mm.
Measure the precise depth of the fuel tank. This is important if you are going to use a custom length
probe.

4.2

Preparing custom length FLS

↶

Using a standard length FLS makes the installation process easier and more reliable. However in cases where
the custom length probe is required you have a possibility to prepare it yourself.
The length of the probe, without its cap and cap plug, must be equal to the depth of the fuel tank minus 4,5
cm (see Figure 22). In other words - the probe should not reach the bottom of the tank, at least 4,5 cm gap
must remain (see Figure 23). Cap and cap plug installation will be described in the following steps.

Figure 22. FLS length.

Figure 23. Leave 4,5 centimeters gap.

To achieve wanted result follow these steps:
Insert the FLS into the fuel tank without the
end cap.
Place the mark, where the probe sticks out
from the tank (see Figure 24).
Measure the distance from the flange to the
marked place. Measured distance – MD.
Find the cut distance – CD. Add an
additional 4,5 cm to the measured distance:
CD = MD + 4,5cm
Use a pipe cutting tool to cut the probe
(Figure 25). Be careful not to damage the
wire string (chord). Make sure that the cut is
smooth and clean.

Figure 24. Preparations for trimming.

Figure 25. Use pipe cutting tool to shorten the probe.

After cutting the probe, mount the cap at the end of the probe (see Figure 26. a). Make sure that the
spring is in its place. Thread the wire string straight through the hole in the middle of the cap.
Push the cap up, pull the wire string, which is at the core of the FLS probe, until it is stretched tight (see
Figure 26. b).
Wind it around the grooves on the insulating cap (see Figure 26. c d and e). Spring in the cap structure
will provide sufficient tension to the wire string.
Cut off the remaining unused tip of the wire string with the wire cutters (see Figure 26. f ).
Mount the cap plug (see Figure 26. g).

Figure 26. Cap installation and correct wire string winding sequence.

4.3

Installing the FLS

↶

Assemble your FLS. Place all three rubber sealing rings in their positions (see Figure 27.a, b and c), screw
flange and the measurement head onto the probe. (The rubber sealing ring showed at Figure 27.c is
usually preinstalled on the probe. Most likely you will not need to add it manually).

Figure 27. Rubber sealing rings and their installation location.

Insert the assembled FLS into the tank through the prepared hole. The position should be the same as
the one planned for the sensor exploitation.
Mark the current FLS interface cable position on the flange and on the tank surface. You could use a
pencil. Draw a line straight below the cable.
Take the FLS out of the fuel tank and unscrew the measurement head from the probe. Apply the sealant
to the gasket. The gasket should be greased from both sides. Mount the gasket on the probe and slide it
up towards the flange. Be sure to use the right amount of sealant. The drain hole at the base of the
probe's head must not be covered with sealant (see Figure 28). This tends to happen, when too much
sealant is applied. The sealant overspills when the flange is being tightened to the fuel tank (as described
in the next step).

Figure 28. Drain hole at the base of the FLS measuring head.

Insert the probe with flange and gasket into the fuel tank. Make sure that the markings on the flange and
on the tank surface match perfectly.
Use five self-drilling bolts to tighten the flange to the fuel tank surface. Alternatively, you could drill holes
for the bolts and screw them in afterwards.
Now you need to screw the measurement head onto the probe. Ensure that all three rubber sealing rings
are in their positions. Once you are ready, screw the measurement head on the probe.
Install the FLS extension cord. It should be laid down from the FLS installation place on the fuel tank to
the FM device installation place, in the driver’s cab. Use the vehicle’s technological holes to hide the cable
where possible. Strap the cable with zip ties to secure it in a stable position. It cannot be mounted on
moving or heat emitting surfaces.
Make sure that rubber sealing band (blue for Eco FLS and orange for Pro FLS) is present on the interface
cable’s Delphi plug. This rubber sealing band protects the Delphi plug and socket (on the extension cord)
from corrosion.
Connect the interface cable to the extension cord. There should be a slight click, when the plug locks into
place.

Note

Do not install security seals for the interface cable and for its connection with the extension cord. This step
should be taken only after sensor “training”, its calibration and tethering.

4.4 FLS “training”

↶

It is recommended to perform a sensor “training”. For this, the calibration procedure should be done not
immediately after the sensor installation, but after some time. During that time vehicle should be moving so
that 50 – 70% of the fuel in the tank is consumed. This ensures that the mechanical clearances for the rubber
gasket, flange and polymer sealant normalize and the surface of the probe is covered with a stable dielectric
fuel film. Such a procedure ensures the best possible results.
If fuel level sensor training cannot be performed or if it is already done, continue to the next chapter.

5 FLS connection to the PC

↶

After fuel level sensor installation it is time to configure and calibrate your FLS. There are three ways to
calibrate Ruptela FLS. It is not always possible to use the same wiring setup for FLS configuration and for its
calibration. In the following chapters we will describe different calibration cases and provide appropriate wiring
setups.

5.1 Equipment for configuration
For FLS configuration we always use the same wiring setup, equipment and tools. It does not matter what
calibration type will be used after it. To configure your FLS you will need:
The fuel level sensor.
PC or a laptop with specialized software “FLS configurator” from Ruptela. The most recent version of the
configurator can be obtained from our documentation website:
https://doc.ruptela.lt/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=1442785
RS232 Serial Port DB9-to-Delphi cable*. This is an optional equipment that is not included in the standard
FLS package.
RS232 Serial Port DB9-to-Delphi 6 pin male cable – for Eco FLS.
RS232 Serial Port DB9-to-Delphi 8 pin male cable – for Pro FLS*.
*If you do not have RS232 DB9-to-Delphi cable, you can use 7m extension cord instead. This applies only for Pro FLS.
A description how to wire it directly to the RS232 DB9 cable is provided in the “Internal wiring scheme” section
below.

RS232 - USB Serial converter. This is an optional equipment that is not included in the standard FLS
package. If you bought converter from Ruptela, make sure that its drivers are installed on your PC.
Converter drivers can be downloaded from here:
https://doc.ruptela.lt/display/AB/Drivers+for+the+RS232-USB+Converter

Note

In principle it is possible to use RS485 port for the configuration. However this method is complicated and
requires expensive RS485 – USB serial converter, therefore we do not recommend it.
Multimeter (optional).
12 V / 24 V DC to 230 AC inverter for the PC (optional).
Cable for the connection between the inverter and the vehicle’s battery. Recommended to be at least 10
m long (optional).
Power supply terminal (vehicle’s battery could be used).
USB extension cable 3 – 5 meters (optional).

5.2 Equipment for dry calibration
It is mandatory to perform FLS calibration. Dry calibration is quicker, but it also might produce less accurate
measurement results. Configuration and dry calibration are done at the installation site. The same equipment
is needed for both tasks (see chapter 5.1 for more information).

5.3 Equipment for wet calibration
Wet calibration takes time, but it offers higher measurement accuracy. Dry calibration takes less time, but it
also might produce less accurate measurement results. The best results are achieved when the calibration
procedure is started with an empty (full) fuel tank, which is then filled (drained).
Configuration and calibration are done at the installation site. Note that for calibration you might additionally
need:
Fuel pump.

External tank to store fuel drained from the vehicle’s fuel tank.
Fuel volume measurement tool: flow meter or measurement vessel to measure the amount of fuel added
into the tank under calibration.

5.4 Wiring setup for FLS configuration, wet calibration and dry calibration
The same wiring setup can be used for FLS configuration and for its wet or dry calibration. You will not need
to reconnect cables, when transitioning from configuration to calibration. The correct connection sequence is
described below:
1. Connect the FLS interface cable to the RS232 DB9-to-Delphi cable.
2. Connect the RS232 DB9-to-Delphi cable to the USB-to-RS232 serial converter.
3. Connect the power supply wires on the RS232 DB9-to-Delphi cable to the power supply source.
4. Connect the converter to the USB port on your PC.
5. Launch the Ruptela FLS configurator and perform calibration procedures. More information about the
configurator itself is available in the next chapters.

Figure 29. FLS connection to the PC.

5.4.1 Internal wiring scheme – Pro FLS
A detailed internal wiring scheme between RS232 DB9 and Ruptela Pro FLS 7m extension cord is provided
below. This information should be useful, if you do not have a Pro FLS version of RS232 DB9-to-Delphi cable
(available to purchase from Ruptela).
Wire
GND
RXD
TXD

RS232 DB9 cable
Description
Signal ground
Data reception line
Data transmission line

Pro FLS side
7m extension cord wire colours
Red
Black
Orange
Pink

Description
Power supply +
GND
RS-232 RX
RS-232 TX

Figure 30. Pro FLS connection to the PC.

5.4.2 Internal wiring scheme – Eco FLS
A detailed internal wiring scheme between RS232 DB9 and Ruptela Eco FLS is provided below.

Note

Ruptela Eco FLS 7m extension cord cannot be used for Eco FLS configuration or calibration.
This information should be useful, if you do not have an Eco FLS version of RS232 DB9-to-Delphi cable.
Wire
GND
RXD
TXD

RS232 DB9 cable
Description
Signal ground
Data reception line
Data transmission line

Figure 31. Eco FLS connection to the PC.

Pin no.
5
1
2
4

Eco FLS side

Description
Power supply +
GND
RS-232 RX
RS-232 TX

6 Ruptela FLS Configuration tool

↶

Double click on the Ruptela's FLS configurator tool icon. This opens up a "Global settings" window. Most of
the basic preparations for the use of Ruptela's FLS can be done here.

Figure 32. Ruptela FLS configuration tool.

"File" tools bar located in the top left corner of the configuration window can be accessed at any time during
configuration. Here you are given the following options:
"Open" a new configuration file
"Save/Save As..." your current configuration
"Quit" the configuration tool

Figure 33. “File” tools bar.

"Tools" tools bar located in the top left corner of the configuration window allows you to choose the language
that will be displayed in the configurator. Currently two options are available:
English
Russian

Figure 34. Language selection bar.

6.1

Main controls

↶

Make sure that your FLS is properly connected to your PC. First you should choose the "FLS type" (Eco or
Pro) and a "Network address" for this FLS [1.]. However this is an optional step since configurator is able to
recognize the FLS type and find a correct network address automatically.
A mandatory action is to choose a correct "COM Port" that is being used to configure this FLS and a correct
"BaudRate" [2.]. The default baudrate is 19200.
After that proceed and click on the "Connect" button [3.].

1.

2.

3.

Figure 35. “FLS type”, “Network address”, “COM Port”, “BaudRate”.

Once you choose to connect to the FLS you will be presented with an
option to receive a configuration file that currently is present in the
FLS. This is useful, if you have already configured your FLS and want
to make some minor changes. In such case press "Yes".
A successful reception of the configuration will be notified with the
popup window (see the figure on the right). Click "Ok" to proceed.

Figure 36. Receive configuration.

After connecting to the FLS you can use the "Disconnect", "Send CFG" and "Get CFG" buttons.
Use the "Get CFG" button to receive the current FLS configuration that have been saved previously.
Use the "Send CFG" button when you are done preparing the configuration and when you want to upload
it to the FLS. This function might be protected with a password.

a) When password is set, changes to configuration can only be
made if a correct password is entered in the following pop
up window (see Figure 37).
b) If you forgot your password, there is an option to reset it.
Description how to do that is provided in the next chapter.
Figure 37. “Password is required” window.

The "Disconnect" button should be used as a final step in your configuration - once all the procedures
have been completed.

Figure 38. “Disconnect”, “Send CFG”, “Get CFG”.

6.2

Global settings

↶

6.2.1 Global settings fields for the Pro FLS
Below you will find a list and descriptions of fields available in the "Global settings" window. These fields
are available for the Pro FLS.
1. "Password" - You can set or change a password. This will prevent any unauthorized access. You will be
asked to provide a correct password, if you want to change FLS configuration or perform its calibration.
a. Add a tick to the “Change Password” check box. The field on the right will be active, type your
password there. Up to 8 symbols can be entered. By default password symbols are masked.

Note

When sending FLS configuration, password will be changed only if “Change Password” check box is
enabled.
To remove current password put a tick on the “Change Password” check box, delete all symbols
from the password field and send configuration to the FLS.

b. "Show Password" – This check box removes the password mask. Symbols in the password field will
be displayed in plain text.
c. “Reset Password” – This button should be used only as a last resort option. It helps remove
currently set configuration password, if you forgot it.

Figure 39. “Password” field.

Password reset procedure:
Click “Reset Password” button. A new window will be
displayed (see Figure 40). Follow the steps given in this
window:
Do not disconnect the power supply to the FLS.
Click the “Send e-mail to Ruptela support” link. An e-mail
will be automatically formed with reset code already in it.
You can do this manually too. Copy the provided reset code
and send it to Ruptela support team (Email:
support@ruptela.com) with a request to get a matching Figure 40. “Reset password” window.
reset code.
Once you receive it, paste it into the password field and click “Reset Password”. This action will remove
the password from the FLS configuration. You will be able to update configuration without it. You can
also set a new password.
2. "Network address" - There is a possibility to connect multiple FLS'es to one RS485 interface on the FM
Device. To do so, you have to select a proper “Network address” for each FLS. This ensures a successful
communication between these devices. Each FLS in a local network should have a unique address
assigned to it. Currently you can choose values from 1 to 255.
3. "Interface baud rate" - This field allows you to define a baud rate that will be used in the
communication between the FLS and the external device. This is important since different devices might
support different baud rate values. The recommended value is 19200. This is the only supported baud
rate for the Ruptela FM devices.
4. "Output data width" - This field sets the precision level of the FLS. 10 bit and 12 bit precision levels can
be set.

Note

10 bit precision level means that the fuel level value measured by the FLS is represented with a number
from 0 to 1023. When the 12 bit value is used, the fuel level is represented with a number from 0 to
4095.
5. "Data output period" - This field sets the time period in seconds for the FLS to automatically send the
measurements data. In this case the external device can be in "listening mode" and does not need to
send the "request message" to receive the data. Value range is from 0 to 255 seconds. If 0 is set, the FLS
will never send the measurements data unless it is “requested” to do so.
6. "Periodic output port" - Define a FLS port, which will be used to send the periodic messages with
measurement data. This can either be a RS232 or RS485 port.

Note

If you connected to the FLS via the RS485 port and use it for the configuration, DO NOT set periodic
output port to RS485. Doing so will cause data collision and FLS configurator will crash.

7. "Analog output mode" - Choose a type of the analogue signal that will be used to represent the fuel
level. It can either be done with Voltage level (range from 0,5 V to 20,5 V) or signal Frequency (range
from 500 Hz to 2000 Hz). Consider this carefully as different external devices are compatible with
different output modes.
FM devices from Ruptela support both analogue output modes. However, each mode has its own
configurations and connection scheme. Each case is described in the “Connection examples” chapter.

8. "Data averaging" - This field allows you to set a number of individual measurement samples that will be
used when counting the averaged value of the fuel level. Value range is from 8 to 512 samples. While
configuring it is recommended to use 8 – 16 samples. After configuration, when preparing FLS for the
exploitation, it is recommended to set 64 samples.

Note

Self-Calibration can be performed only when data averaging is set to 8 – 16 samples. If you set averaging
value above the 16 samples, the configurator will automatically disable the "Ready for self-calibration"
check box.
9. "Installation azimuth" - An angle in degrees represents how the FLS was situated on the fuel tank
during the installation. Value range is from 0,00 to 359,99 degrees. This affects how pitch and roll values
from the accelerometer are being recalculated.
10. "Ready for self-calibration" - Enables self-calibration feature for this FLS.
a. For this to work properly FLS has to be fully configured beforehand.
b. Data Averaging value has to be set in a range from 8 to 16 samples.
c. An appropriate capacitance offset value has to be set (Calibration >> Dry calibration).
d. You need to have a Self-Calibration cable. Additional calibration equipment helps to calibrate FLS on
the spot, in the installation location and without a PC.
If you do not have this additional equipment and plan to perform normal calibration, then leave this check
box empty and proceed to the "Calibration" tab.

Figure 41. Pro FLS - “Global settings”.

6.2.2 Global settings fields for Eco FLS
Eco FLS has fewer fields in "Global settings" window.
"Password"
“Interface baud rate”
“Analog output mode”
“Data averaging”
“Ready for self-calibration”
Field descriptions are available in the previous section.

Figure 42. Eco FLS - “Global settings”.

6.3

Calibration

↶

After FLS configuration it is time to perform sensor calibration. Click on the “Calibration” tab [1.] in the
menu to access this window. There are three ways to do this:
“Wet calibration”
“Dry calibration”
“Self-calibration”
First step is to prepare your FLS for the calibration process. If you are using Pro FLS, this is done via the
“Setup mode” check box [2.]. It is mandatory to put a tick in this check box. Without it the fields in the
“Wet calibration” and “Dry calibration” tabs are greyed out and cannot be modified.

Note

Once you complete the calibration, the “Setup mode” check box will be automatically unchecked. However, if
for some reason after calibration it is still checked, then your FLS measurement head will be unable to
measure the fuel level. Probe will be in “setup mode” and in that state measurement data is not available.
Eco FLS does not have this check box.

Figure 43. Pro FLS “Setup mode”.

6.3.1 Wet calibration - Pro FLS ↶
This calibration method is used when it is possible to change the fuel level in the tank and perform calibration
at the same time.
The same wiring setup can be used for FLS configuration and for its wet calibration. There is no need to
rearrange cable connections. Detailed wiring description was provided in the “Wiring setup for FLS
configuration and wet calibration” chapter.
In the “Calibration” tab, under “Wet calibration” you should see a column called “Current”. Here you are
given the capacitance C values that were previously assigned to the different fuel levels in the tank and are
currently saved in the FLS configuration.
1. “Empty tank C value” – Capacitance value measured by the FLS when the fuel tank was empty. Used
as a reference point to represent the tank with no fuel in it.
2. “Full tank C value” – Capacitance value measured by the FLS when the fuel tank was full. Used as a
reference point to represent the tank filled with fuel to the top.

Figure 44. Current values in “Wet calibration” window.

The column “New” is meant to provide new capacitance C values that will be used to represent full and empty
fuel tanks.
If this is the first time you are calibrating your FLS or you want to change previously saved capacitance C
values use the fields in the “New” column as described below.
3. Prepare your fuel tank. Fill it to the top with fuel (make sure that fuel level really reached its maximum
possible value within the tank). Wait for the capacitance values in the “Measured C value” row [5.] to
settle. Press the “” button in the “Full tank C value” row [4.]. The measured C value in the field [5.]
will be transferred to the “Full tank C value” row [4.]. This C value will be used as a reference point for
the full tank.
4. Prepare your fuel tank. Drain all the fuel from it. Wait for the capacitance values in the “Measured C
value” row [5.] to settle. Press the “” button in the “Empty tank C value” row [3.]. The measured C
value in the field [5.] will be transferred to the “Empty tank C value” row [3.]. This C value will be used
as a reference point for the empty tank.
Once you have provided the reference values for the empty and full tank press the “Calibrate” button [6.].
This action will replace old C values (fields [1.] and [2.]) in the configuration with the new ones. FLS will
automatically exit from setup mode.

Figure 45. New values in “Wet calibration” window.

You also have a possibility to enter the capacitance values by hand. In his case simply enter the corresponding
C values in the “Empty tank C value” [3.] and “Full tank C value” [4.] rows and press the “Calibrate”
button [6.]. Allowed value range is from 0 to 65535. Again, FLS will automatically exit from setup mode.

Figure 46. “Calibrate”.

You will be prompted to verify the change of old capacitance C values
corresponding to the empty and full fuel tank.

Figure 47. Change empty and full tank
values.

6.3.2 Wet calibration - Eco FLS ↶
Same wiring setup can be used for FLS configuration and for its wet calibration. There is no need to rearrange
cable connections. Detailed wiring description was provided in the “Wiring setup for FLS configuration, wet
calibration and dry calibration” chapter.
Calibration:
1. Immerse your Eco FLS into the full fuel tank. Wait few minutes for conditions to normalize. Hit the “Full
tank” button. The FLS will perform calibration procedure. This may take few minutes. You will be notified
when the procedure is complete.
2. Drain all the fuel from the tank. Wait few minutes. Then, click the “Empty tank” button. Again, the FLS
will perform calibration procedures. This may take few minutes.

Figure 48. Eco FLS “Wet calibration”.

Note

For Eco FLS it is recommended to keep cables and power supply wires connected during all calibration stages.

6.3.3 Dry calibration – Eco and Pro FLS

↶

This calibration method is used when it is not possible to change the fuel level in the tank and perform
calibration at the same time. Instead you have to provide data about the fuel and about the FLS. Then it will
be used for the calibration.
Same wiring setup can be used for FLS configuration and for its dry calibration. There is no need rearrange
cable connections. Detailed wiring description was provided in the “5.4 Wiring setup for FLS configuration, wet
calibration and dry calibration” chapter, page 18.

6.3.3.1 Calibration steps in the configurator, FLS preparation
This section is the same for both FLS types. The only difference is that for the Pro FLS it is necessary to
enable the Setup mode checkbox. Eco FLS does not have it.
1. “Profile” – It is possible to define many different profiles, each containing specific Epsilon, Capacitance
offset (pF) and Probe type values. This makes it easier to switch between different sensors, helps to
perform calibration faster. Choose a profile, if you have previously saved one. If not, then fill the following
fields.
2. “Epsilon” – Dielectric permittivity of the fuel. If the exact value is not known, it is suggested to use
permittivity (ε) value of 2,3.
3. “Capacitance offset (pF)” – Intrinsic FLS capacitance. Set value to 1,950.
4. “Probe type” – For now there is only one probe “Type 1”.

Figure 49. “Dry calibration”.

5. Prepare your FLS - Immerse your FLS into the full fuel tank to moisten the whole probe of the sensor,
keep it there for a moment. Then, take it out and hold it in the air. To do so grab FLS measurement head
or its cable and keep it suspended above the ground. Do not touch the probe. Wait a minute until all the
fuel drains from the probe.
Once you are ready click on the “Calibrate” button.
Pro FLS will automatically exit from the setup mode. This does not apply to the Eco FLS. When calibrating Eco
FLS, in the configurator, at the bottom corner you will see status message: ”Self-calibration in progress,
seconds elapsed: XX”. Calibration process for the Pro FLS lasts about 5s, for Eco FLS this might take up to a
minute.

6.3.3.2 Check calibration results
Perform a test to ensure that the dry calibration was successful. Immerse your FLS into the full fuel tank, keep
it there for a moment. Look at measured fuel level value. In order to avoid having a blind zone near a full tank
level, the output should never fully saturate (i.e. reach 100%). If FLS shows 100% it means that calibration
was not successful and you should try to repeat it. A good result would be fuel level value somewhere in 90 95% range.

6.3.4 Self-Calibration – Eco and Pro FLS

↶

Self-calibration is a bit different from other calibration methods. Here configuration has to be performed
before going to the installation location. Some of the key points in the configuration:
All fields in the “Global settings” window have been configured.
"Ready for self-calibration" check box has been enabled in the FLS configuration.

Note

Self-Calibration can be performed only when data averaging is set to 8 – 16 samples. If you set
averaging value above the 16 samples, the configurator will automatically disable the "Ready for selfcalibration" check box.
After the configuration, when preparing FLS for the exploitation, it is recommended to set 64 samples.
Dielectric permittivity of the fuel has been set. If you do not know exact permittivity value, you should
use ε = 2,3.
1,950 pF offset value has been entered in the Capacitance offset (pF) field (Calibration>>Dry
calibration).
6.3.4.1 Equipment for self-calibration
When using self-calibration you do not need to carry excess equipment to the installation site. Since FLS
configuration is done beforehand, you can leave all configuration equipment behind. Together with a standard
FLS packet you will only need one additional accessory:
Self-calibration cable. Two versions are available.
Self-Calibration cable for the Eco FLS
Self-Calibration cable for the Pro FLS
6.3.4.2 Connection sequence
If sensor training has not been performed previously, immerse your FLS into the full fuel tank. Keep it there
for a moment, then take it out. If sensor training has been performed, you can proceed to step 1.
1. Connect the cable from the FLS measurement head to the self-calibration cable.
2. Connect the self-calibration cable to the 7m extension cord.
3. Connect the 7m extension cord to the power supply source.
4. Keep the FLS suspended in the air. Hold it via cable, at the base of the measurement head. Probe must
not touch other objects.
5. The LED on the self-calibration cable will be blinking and then after a few seconds it will start to shine
continuously. This indicates that the calibration procedure is complete.
6. Disconnect the self-calibration cable. Connect the cable from the FLS measurement head directly to the
7m extension cord.
A schematic example for the Eco FLS is shown below. Same procedures apply for the Pro FLS. The difference
is that you need Pro versions of the self-calibration and 7m extension cords.

Figure 50. FLS connection for self-calibration.

6.4 Tethering

↶

Fuel tank tethering table should be submitted to the TrustTrack system directly, same goes for the Eco FLS.
With Pro FLS you can monitor fuel level measurements data outputted via its digital output port directly in the
FLS configurator. Proceed to the “Real time data” window (detailed explanation of all the fields are provided in
the “Real time data” chapter). For now we will focus only on the “Instantaneous values” section. You will have
to monitor the “Fuel level (N)” values and how they correspond to the fuel level in the tank. It is
recommended to have a sheet of paper or some other means for recording data, because later you will be
required to submit these values to the TrustTrack system.
Alternatively, you can configure your FLS to output measurements data via its analogue output port. Both FLS
versions (Pro and Eco) support this feature. To fill the tethering table you will have to monitor fuel level
changes and track how that corresponds to the FLS output voltage or frequency.
If the analogue output mode is set to voltage, you will have to monitor the voltage level. If the mode is set to
frequency, you will have to monitor the signal frequency. TrustTrack reports can be used to see current
voltage level / frequency. It is recommended to have a sheet of paper or some other means for recording
data. Record values after each fill (i.e. on a sheet of paper). At the end, fuel level and corresponding
voltage/frequency values should be transferred (rewritten) to the TrustTrack system.

Warning!
For precise fuel volume measurements during calibration and tethering we recommend using a fuel
pump with a counter. Conventional methods, like flow meters or volumetric vessels have serious
disadvantages. For example, flow meters encounter difficulties, when there is air in the hose that you
use to pump the fuel. This can cause serious measurement errors at the beginning of the procedure or
right at the end of it, when fuel level in the tank is very low. Fuel mixed with air bubbles tend to
increase values measured by the flow meter. Fuel pump with counter do not have this flaw. Calibrated
volumetric vessels are precise, but hard to use with high capacity fuel tanks.
You have to make sure that there is no fuel left in the pump. Usually few litres of fuel remain in the in
the hose that is being used to pump the fuel. After you have finished with the tank tethering you should
pump all the remaining fuel from your tethering equipment to the fuel tank.
The following equipment is required to perform tethering:
Fuel pump with counter providing flowing fuel volume measuring errors not worse than ± 0,1%.

Calibrated volumetric vessel (flask) for calibration, tethering check (min 10 litres) providing fuel volume
measuring errors not worse than ± 0,1%.
External tank to store fuel drained from the
vehicle’s fuel tank.
The process can be started either with a full fuel
tank – draining method, or with an empty fuel
tank – filling method. In any case, you have to
fill/drain the fuel tank in certain steps. On each
step both the fuel level value in litres and the
corresponding fuel level code (N) / voltage level
(mV) / frequency (Hz) measured by the FLS has
to be recorded. Once the fuel tank tethering is
completed, submit this data to the TrustTrack
system.
Figure 51. Different calibration step sizes.

Warning!

It is very important to select a proper calibration step size. You have to account for the fuel tank
shape. An example of such tank and a different calibration step size is shown in the Figure 51.
Fuel tanks come in all kinds of shapes and sizes. For a proper tethering procedure to be completed, the
fuel tank needs to have at least 16 calibration points. This is the maximum number of points that can
be saved in the Pro FLS tethering table. The TrustTrack system does not have this limitation, so it is
recommended to add more than 20 points.

6.5

Firmware update – Eco and Pro FLS

1. Click on the “Firmware update” tab in the menu to access the “Firmware update” window.
2. Click on “Browse…” button and locate a New Firmware file on your PC.
3. Click on “Update firmware” button to upload this new FW version to your FLS.

Figure 52. “Firmware update”.

There are many different FLS hardware types. This means that not all firmware files can be used for an
update. All necessary information is coded into the firmware’s file name. Consider firmware file with name
“FLS_FW011_0205.bin”. It can be divided into 4 parts as follows:
FLS stands for Fuel Level Sensor.
FW011 stands for firmware version number: FW version 11.
0205 should be considered as two numbers: 02 and 05. Numbers show that this firmware can be
used to update FLS with hardware versions from 02 to 05 (all version in between can be updated).
See figure 53 in the next chapter.
.bin - file extension for binary files.

6.6 Real time data - Pro FLS
Click on the “Real time data” tab in the menu to access this window. Here you will find the most detailed
information regarding the current state of the Pro FLS. This window is divided into 4 sections.
1. “Technical data”
2. “Manufacturer data”
3. “Instantaneous values”
4. “Fuel level”

1.

2.

4.

3.
Figure 53. “Real time data”.

6.6.1 Technical data
This section contains information about physical FLS condition.
1. “Network address” - The network address for this FLS. There is a possibility to connect multiple FLS'es
to the FM Device. To ensure a successful communication between these devices, each FLS in a local
network has a unique address assigned to it. Currently, you can choose a value from 1 to 255. This
setting can be changed in the “Global settings” window.
2. “Output data width” – Currently used precision level of the FLS. 10 bit and 12 bit precision levels can
be set. This setting can be changed in the “Global settings” window.

Note

10 bit precision level means that the fuel level value measured by the FLS is represented with a number
(N) from 0 to 1023. When the 12 bit value is used, the fuel level is represented with a number from 0 to
4095.
3. “Data output period” - This field sets the time period in seconds for the FLS to automatically send the
measurements data. In this case the external device can be in the "listening mode" and does not need to
send the "request message" to receive the data. These settings can be changed in the “Global settings”
window.
4. “Data averaging” - A number of individual measurement values that are currently used when counting
the average value of the fuel level. This settings can be charged in the “Global settings” window.
5. “Analog output mode” - A type of an analogue signal that is currently used to represent the fuel level.
It can either be done with Voltage level (range from 0,5 V to 20,5 V) or signal Frequency (range from 500
Hz to 2000 Hz). This setting can be changed in the “Global settings” window.
6. “Installation azimuth” - An angle in degrees represents how the FLS was situated on the fuel tank
during the installation. This affects how pitch and roll values from the accelerometer are being
recalculated.

Figure 54. “Technical data”.

6.6.2 Manufacturer data
This section contains information about FLS FW/HW versions, some basic manufacture information.
1. “Head type”
2. “Firmware version”
3. “Hardware version”
4. “Manufacture date”
5. “Serial number”

Figure 55. “Manufacturer data”.

6.6.3 Instantaneous values and Fuel level
This section contains information about conditions in the fuel tank.
1. “Fuel level (N)” - Fuel level in normalized units.
a) If “Output data width” in configuration is set to 10 bit, then “Fuel level (N)” will have values from 0
to 1023. Here 0 is an empty tank and 1023 is a full tank.
b) If “Output data width” in configuration is set to 12 bit, then “Fuel level (N)” will have values from 0
to 4095. Here 0 is an empty tank and 4095 is a full tank.
2. “Fuel level (C)” - Capacitance value measured by the FLS with the current fuel level in the tank. The
value range is from 0 to 65535.
3. “Fuel amount” - Fuel amount in litres. Conversion made according to the Tethering table.
4. “Pitch” - Represents current FLS position.
5. “Roll” - Represents current FLS position.
6. “Temperature” – Temperature of the measurement head.
7. “Fuel level” - This section displays information about the current fuel level amount (%) in the fuel tank.
If you see “Fuel level is not available because calibration is in progress” message instead of the fuel level bar,
it means that your FLS is in “setup mode”. To exit this mode go to calibration settings window and uncheck
the “Setup mode (required for calibration)” checkbox.

Figure 56. “Instantaneous values”.

6.7 FLS Info - Eco FLS
For Eco FLS the “Real time data” tab is renamed to “FLS Info”. It contains less information. It has these
two sections:
1. “Technical data”
“Data averaging”
“Analog output mode”
2. “Manufacturer data”
Field descriptions are available in the previous sections.

1.
Figure 57. “FLS Info”.

2.

7 Wet calibration and tethering check ↶
Perform a test to ensure that your wet calibration and tethering procedures were done correctly. To do this
you will need to check the fuel level measurement accuracy at three different levels. When the fuel tank
volume is filled to 90%, 50%, 10% of the total capacity. We will provide an example for the 50% case.
Let’s say that we have a tethered fuel tank. FLS outputs measurements data via its analogue output port.
Analogue output mode is set to voltage.
We search for two adjacent tethering points near the 50% level. We take them from the calibration and
tethering data. For example, the first point just above the 50% mark is at 130[𝑙] and it corresponds to
19023,2 [mV]. The second point just below the 50% mark is at 70[𝑙] – 6178,3[mV]. We drain fuel from the
tank until we reach a point somewhere in between these two tethering points. Let’s say, that we managed to
drain 99 litres. So 101 litres of fuel still remains in the tank. Let’s say, that FLS currently shows 12600,7[mV].
We will use this value to calculate how much fuel was theoretically drained from the tank.

First tethering point,
above the 50% mark
Second tethering point,
below the 50% mark
Random point after
draining fuel from the
tank

Fuel level measured by the FLS. Unit Fuel level in the tank.
of measurement is millivolts - [mV]
measurement is litres - [𝑙]
19023,2

130

6178,3

70

12600,7

101

Unit

of

We check, whether the volume drained from the tank l D  200[l]  101[l ]  99[l ] (practical value, obtained
from the flow meter) is equal to the difference that we get from theoretical calculations with FLS
measurements lT .
Perform the following calculations:
Difference

between

the

1st

and

N  19023,2[mV ]  6178,3[mV ]  12844,9[mV ]

2nd

tethering

point

expressed

in

millivolts:

Difference between the 1st and 2nd tethering point in litres: l  130[l]  70[l ]  60[l ]
Difference between our random and the
N R  12600,7[mV ]  6178,3[mV ]  6422,4[mV ]

2nd

tethering

point

expressed

in

millivolts:

N ~ l
N R ~ X

Now arrange a proportion:

Here X is equal to Δ 𝑙 R - difference between the 2nd tethering point and our random point expressed in litres.

X  lR 

l  N R 60[l ]  6422,4[mV ]

 30[l ]
N
12844,9[mV ]

Now we count a theoretical fuel volume in litres that was drained form the tank:
lT  200[l]  (70[l ]  X )  200[l]  (70[l ]  30[l ])  100[l ]
lT  lD

We see that practical value, obtained from the flow meter l D is almost equal to the theoretical difference lT .
This is a good result. If you get the same result for all three fuel levels (90%, 50%, 10%) you can assume
that both calibration and tethering procedures were done correctly.

Warning!
If you notice a significant difference between practically and theoretically counted values, refer to the previous
section “Tethering*”. The difference usually arises from mistakes, which were made, when choosing the
calibration step size. A correct way to choose the calibration step is shown in the Figure 51.

Note
In rare cases there might be a blind spot at the very top of the tank. This tends to happen, when the fuel level
rises above the FLS drain hole. In this case the FLS will not be able to accurately measure the highest fuel
level values. Have this in mind, when analysing fuel level measurements data.

8 FLS connection to the FM device

↶

The sensor can be connected to many different FM units. The connection could be made via interface cable,
which is permanently connected to the measuring head of the sensor. Also 7m extension cord can be used.
Pro FLS - Interface cable, which leads from the FLS measurement head is terminated with an 8 pin Delphi
12047937 (female) socket. An 8 pin Delphi 12047931 (male) plug should be used for the connection.
Eco FLS - Interface cable, which leads from the FLS measurement head is terminated with a 6 pin Delphi
12052848 (female) socket. A 6 pin Delphi 12124107 (male) plug should be used for the connection.

8.1 FLS interface cable socket pinout

Figure 58. a) 8 pin Delphi 12047937 (female) socket; b) 6 pin Delphi 12052848 (female) socket.

Wire to pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Wire colours
Black
Orange
Grey/White
Pink
Red
Grey/Red
Yellow

Wire no.
V977372
V977336
V977379
V977343
V977335
V977377
V977337

Description
GND
RS-232 RX
A/F
RS-232 TX
Vcc
RS-485 A
RS-485 B

Pro FLS
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Eco FLS
+
+
+
+
+

8.2 Connection examples
The 7m extension cord connected to the sensor’s interface cable is stretched from the installation place to the
control unit. It is usually located in the driver’s cab. The extension cord wire should be firmly fixed, it must not
move or get loose.

8.2.1 FLS Pro Connection via RS232
In order to transmit fuel level measurements data Pro FLS can be connected to Ruptela’s FM device via RS
232 interface. The wiring scheme is described below:
Wire colours
Black
Red
Yellow
Orange

FM Device side
Description
Chassis
Power supply
PortB-232 RX
PortB-232 TX

FLS side
Extension cord wire colours
Black
Red
Orange
Pink

Description
GND
Vcc
RS-232 RX
RS-232 TX

Figure 59. Connection via RS-232.

FM device configuration (RS232)
Follow these steps to configure your FM device:
Open the FM4 Configurator.
Click on the “Options” button in the IO events section.
New “IO settings” window appears.
Select a free slot for your parameter. In the IO properties section tick the Enable check box. ID
contains the parameter list. Choose Digital Fuel Sensor B1.
It is recommended to set 60000ms – 300000ms averaging time to decrease fuel level measurement data
fluctuations.

In the Interfaces section, choose an appropriate Port that was used to connect to the vehicle. For
example PortB. In the dropdown list on the right choose DFS RS232.
You can connect only one FLS to the RS232 Port. You can use both PortA and PortB.

Figure 60. FM4 Configurator IO settings for FLS.

Close the “IO settings” window and send the configuration to the device.

8.2.2 Connection via RS485
In order to transmit fuel level measurements data Pro FLS can be connected to the Ruptela’s FM device via RS
485 interface. The wiring scheme described below:
FM Device side
Wire colours
Description
Black
Chassis
Red
Power supply
White/Red
PortC-485 A
Brown/Yellow
PortC-485 B

Figure 61. Connection via RS-485.

FLS side
Extension cord wire colours
Black
Red
Grey/Red
Yellow

Description
GND
Vcc
RS-485 A
RS-485 B

FM device configuration (RS485)
Follow these steps to configure your FM device:
Open the FM4 Configurator.
Click on the “Options” button in the IO events section.
New “IO settings” window appears.
Select a free slot for your parameter. In the IO properties section tick the Enable check box. ID
contains the parameter list. Choose Digital Fuel Sensor C1.
It is recommended to set 60000ms – 300000ms averaging time to decrease fuel level measurement data
fluctuations.
In the Interfaces section, choose PortC. In the dropdown list on the right choose DFS RS485.

Figure 62. FM4 Configurator IO settings for FLS.

You can connect up to ten Fuel level sensors (parallel connection) to the RS485 Port. Only PortC can be used.
Please have in mind that if you connected multiple sensors, you have to configure the same number of them.
Say that you have connected 2 sensors, then you MUST add 2 sensors in the FM configuration. If you
configure more or fewer sensors, none of them will show the fuel level. Also if you have few sensors
connected and one is damaged or broken, others will not show fuel level as well.
Each FLS has to be configured accordingly. They have to have different network addresses and it is best when
addresses are arranged in succession.

8.2.3 Connection via RS232 / RS485 and “Digital Fuel Sensor temperature”
FLS can measure its own measurement head’s temperature. If FLS is connected to the FM device via RS232 /
RS485 interface, it can transmit temperature measurement data to the FM Device. This way it is possible to
receive both fuel level and temperature measurements simultaneously or just one of them. FM device needs
to be configured accordingly. Above, we showed what IO parameters had to be enabled to get fuel level
measurement data. Now we will show how to get digital fuel sensor temperature:
Open the FM4 Configurator.
Click on the “Options” button in the IO events section.
New “IO settings” window appears.
Select a free slot for your parameter. In the IO properties section tick the Enable check box. ID
contains the parameter list. Choose Digital Fuel Sensor XN* temperature.
*X – Letter denoting a port, where FLS is connected (i.e. A, B or C).
N – Letter denoting FLS number (i.e. 1, 2… 9).

In the Interfaces section, choose correct port (PortA, PortB or PortC). In the dropdown list on the right
choose DFS RS485 or DFS RS232.

Figure 63. FM4 Configurator IO settings for Digital Fuel Sensor temperature.

8.2.4 Connection via Analog Input port
In order to transmit fuel level measurements data Ruptela Eco FLS and Pro FLS can be connected to the
Ruptela’s FM device via Analog Input port. The wiring scheme is described below:
Wire colours
Black
Red
Grey

FM Device side
Description
Chassis
Power supply
AIN1

FLS side
Extension cord wire colours
Black
Red
Grey/White

Description
GND
Vcc
A/F

Grey/White

A/F

-- or --

Green

Figure 64. Connection via AIN.

AIN2

FM device configuration (Analog Input)
Follow these steps to configure your FM device:
Open the FM4 Configurator.
Click on the “Options” button in the IO events section.
New “IO settings” window appears.
Select a free slot for your parameter. In the IO properties section tick the Enable check box. ID
contains the parameter list. Choose AIN1.
It is recommended to set 60000ms – 300000ms averaging time to decrease fuel level measurement data
fluctuations.
Set Average, Event on and Priority for this IO parameter. Commonly used values are showed in the
picture.

Figure 65. FM4 Configurator IO settings for FLS.

8.2.5 Connection via Digital Input port
Ruptela Eco FLS and Pro FLS can be connected to the Ruptela FM device via a Digital Input port, which is
configured as Frequency input port. For that, one of the FM device’s Digital Inputs (DIN1 or DIN2) has to be
configured as a Frequency Input. In order to ensure successful operation, the DIN wire has to be additionally
connected to the GND wire via 2,4 kΩ resistor. The wiring scheme is described below:
Wire colours
Black
Red
Pink

FM Device side
Description
Chassis
Power supply
DIN1

FLS side
Extension cord wire colours
Black
Red
Grey/White

Description
GND
Vcc
A/F

Grey/White

A/F

-- or --

Blue

DIN2

Figure 66. Connection via DIN.

FM device configuration (Frequency Input)
Follow these steps to configure your FM device:
Open the FM4 Configurator.
Click on the “Options” button in the IO events section.
New “IO settings” window appears.
It is mandatory to use protocol v1.1 if you want to enable Frequency Input IO parameter. In Protocol
selection add a tick on the Send I/O data with v1.1 protocol checkbox.
Select a free slot for your parameter. In the IO properties section tick the Enable check box. ID
contains the parameter list. Choose Frequency Input1.
It is recommended to set 60000ms – 300000ms averaging time to decrease fuel level measurement data
fluctuations.
Set Average, Event on and Priority for this IO parameter. Commonly used values are showed in the
picture.

Figure 67. FM4 Configurator IO settings for FLS.

9 Adding a security seal to the sensor

↶

Install two security seals to prevent unauthorized tampering with the FLS. Do this as a final step before sensor
exploitation.
Thread the wire for the seal through the hole on the flange.
Make a loop around the cable leading from the measurement head.
Place the wire ends in the seal, tighten it and snap the seal.
Place a second seal on the connection between the interface cable and the extension cord. Make a loop
around the Delphi plug and snap the seal.

Figure 68. FLS security seal.

